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FEATURES

2. The Path Less Traveled
Rachel Hurley is among a select group of undergraduates who will begin the prestigious M.D.-Ph.D. Program at Mayo Medical School this fall. On the other side of the rigorous, eight-year program, she will be able to practice medicine and conduct research. And, as she says, ‘Make a difference.’

4. The Navigator
During his first year on campus, Kade Klippenstein toured the world. He witnessed the Egyptian revolution first-hand, studied in Ireland and, enjoyed the “Augie Bowl” in the Morrison Commons.

8. Scientific Discoveries
Faculty-led undergraduate scientific research is thriving inside Augustana’s Gilbert Science Center.

21. Spring Clean-Up
Unprecedented spring performances propelled Augustana to its first Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference/US Bank All-Sports Award and its highest-ever finish in the Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup standings.

ON THE COVER: Kade Klippenstein, class of 2014, in Egypt earlier this year.